Is your organization outgrowing Excel as its
primary financial planning and reporting tool?

In just a few weeks, QueBIT Planning can have you up and
running with a secure financial planning, analysis and
reporting solution with tight Excel integration.
“I spend more time manipulating data from multiple Excel files than doing
actual analysis”
QueBIT Planning is a secure database that replaces Excel as a user interface. Instead of
collecting budget or forecast submissions in Excel files, your submitters will input their
submissions directly into QueBIT Planning. The solution will then generate a full trial balance
directly from your ERP. All this data - whether it is Actual, Budget or Forecast - is immediately
available to any authorized user in Excel, in a web browser, or on a mobile device.

“It takes a whole week to generate a consolidated report package so when
someone makes a change it is a huge setback”
QueBIT Planning lets you create a report format just once in Excel, and then reuse it for
different time periods, departments, etc. The time period or department is just a parameter
of the report. For example, when you change the Department parameter from Sales to
Marketing, and refresh the report, QueBIT Planning refreshes the report in an instant. If the
data has been changed, the report will update with the correct data. Since QueBIT Planning
incorporates QueBIT ReportWORQ, you can extend this to automate both the refreshes and
the subsequent distribution of the report to a file folder, SharePoint or by email.

“I worry about mistakes in my reports because of formula errors”
QueBIT Planning is built on a powerful multidimensional database engine that lets you
embed formulas into the database itself. You can easily build simple sums (“roll-ups”) and
subtractions. You can also embed more complicated calculations like currency translation,
payroll taxes, depreciation expense, KPIs and allocations. You only need to maintain the
calculation in one place, and everyone is guaranteed to see the same result. This is convenient
for playing with what-if-scenarios and handling business changes. For example, if you
restructure your organization, you simply redefine how the Organization hierarchy rolls up,
and the new totals are immediately available to everyone, in every report.
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With QueBIT Planning, you can replace
your existing planning process in weeks
with a streamlined, collaborative, driverbased, cloud-based, and web-based model.
BENEFITS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“I still cannot believe this
was actually finished
in 6 weeks”

				

Ron Lewis, Director
of Cash Management, Budgeting & Forecasting
				
Stein Mart

Pre-built application modules based on QueBIT’s awardwinning best practices, and customizable to your business
Minimal training required with intuitive user experience
Rapid and economical implementation
Connects to any source system including all leading ERP’s
(ODBC, flat file and Excel)
Tightly integrated with Excel for reporting and analysis,
simplifying data management, security and governance
Easy-to-use web experience including interactive
visualizations, dashboards, reports and input templates
Automated Report distribution to folders, SharePoint, or
email using QueBIT ReportWORQ (included)

QueBIT Planning offers an intuitive user experience, scalability and strong
foundations to grow with your business. Expansion options include
integrated predictive demand planning, financial consolidation, industry
specific planning, and customized driver-based modeling.
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